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Abstract: Along with industrialization and rapid urbanization, environmental remediation is globally
a perpetual concept to deliver a sustainable environment. Various organic and inorganic wastes
from industries and domestic homes are released into water systems. These wastes carry contam-
inants with detrimental effects on the environment. Consequently, there is an urgent need for an
appropriate wastewater treatment technology for the effective decontamination of our water sys-
tems. One promising approach is employing nanoparticles of metal oxides as photocatalysts for the
degradation of these water pollutants. Transition metal oxides and their composites exhibit excellent
photocatalytic activities and along show favorable characteristics like non-toxicity and stability that
also make them useful in a wide range of applications. This study discusses some characteristics
of metal oxides and briefly outlined their various applications. It focuses on the metal oxides TiO2,
ZnO, WO3, CuO, and Cu2O, which are the most common and recognized to be cost-effective, stable,
efficient, and most of all, environmentally friendly for a sustainable approach for environmental
remediation. Meanwhile, this study highlights the photocatalytic activities of these metal oxides,
recent developments, challenges, and modifications made on these metal oxides to overcome their
limitations and maximize their performance in the photodegradation of pollutants.

Keywords: photocatalyst; metal oxide; organic pollutant; photocatalytic degradation

1. Introduction

Environmental contamination has been observed along with the global rise in the
number of various industries together with rapid urbanization. As a consequence, various
toxic organic pollutants as well as several microorganisms that may even be pathogenic
are released into the environment. One of the biggest challenges worldwide now is finding
means to provide sustainable living conditions for future generations. To address this,
environmental remediation is now required and its study is highly advocated. Environ-
mental remediation refers to the reduction/removal of pollutants or contaminants from
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air, water and soil for the protection of living systems and the environment against further
deterioration [1]. Wastewater treatment facilities have been employed for environmental
remediation as a way to restore water that has been used and/or contaminated back to a
desirable quality [2].

Pollutants released into the environment can be classified into four categories: chemi-
cal, physical, physiological, and biological. Chemical pollutants can be broadly categorized
into inorganic and organic pollutants, where organic pollutants may be defined as those
compounds containing organic carbon [2]. Oil, synthetic organic materials, and oxygen
demanding wastes are those that are considered organic pollutants. Oxygen demanding
wastes include effluent from municipal and domestic, food and canning industries, paper
and pulp mills, distilleries and they compete with aerobic species in the aquatic environ-
ment thereby heavily affecting the aquatic life [3]. Furthermore, pharmaceuticals, food
additives, detergents, plastics, pesticides, solvents, paints, fibers, and volatile organic com-
pounds (VOCs) are those that are considered synthetic organic pollutants. These pollutants
go into the environment from their manufacture to their use in different applications and
even spillage during transport [4].

As a consequence of the harmful effects mentioned above, most research works
currently focus on organic pollutants. Dyes are another class of organic pollutants causing
notable environmental pollution released by many industries, with an estimation of more
than 7 × 105 tons of dyes produced per year and roughly 10% of this is released to the
environment [5]. These dyes prevent the reoxygenation capacity of water bodies which
results in stoppage of most biological activity in aquatic life. Dyes also cut off sunlight,
preventing the photosynthesis process of aquatic plants or algae [6]. Azo dyes are the most
common constituting 60–70% of textile dyes. Most of the azo dyes have >2000 h of half-life
under the sunlight. Consequently, efficient and fast degradation of these dyes is very
challenging and crucial for water remediation [7]. Furthermore, azo dyes were identified
as potential carcinogens. Adsorption of these dyes through the gastrointestinal tract, skin,
or lungs has been found to cause serious health problems, including the formation of
hemoglobin adducts and disruption of blood formation. Many azo dyes are found to
cause DNA damage leading to the formation of malignant tumors [8]. Effluents from
chemical, ink, textile, metallurgical and mining industries, among others, therefore contain
carcinogenic and mutagenic dyes and are released into aquatic systems and may seep into
our ground waters [9]. Noting that these compounds have harmful effects to human and
aquatic life, there is a worldwide sense of urgency in addressing these concerns. The textile
industry is the greatest contributor to dye pollution.

Some approaches to decontaminate water include adsorption, membrane filtration,
biological degradation, photocatalytic degradation, liquid-liquid extraction, nanofiltrations,
oxidation, reverse osmosis, UV irradiation among others [7]. This review article focuses on
photocatalytic degradation approach. Consequently, various materials have been utilized
according to the type of wastewater treatment technology and among these is the use of a
photocatalyst to degrade water pollutants [10].

Photocatalysis, from its name, involves photons and a catalyst and is fundamentally a
process that involves the absorption of light by a catalyst to initiate and hasten chemical
reactions leading to the mineralization of the pollutants. It has the overall equation [9,11]:

Organic polutant + O2

Semiconductor−→
UV/Solar light

CO2 + H2 + mineral acids

Photocatalysis presents a lot of advantages over other conventional catalytic tech-
niques. Firstly, reaction conditions such as sunlight, room temperature, and normal atmo-
spheric pressure are common and are readily available. Second, the degradation process is
pollution free producing no harmful products and by-products. From the fact that the core
of photocatalytic technology is a photocatalyst, and a lot of materials can act as a photocat-
alyst, therefore, it becomes a flexible, comprehensible and economic-friendly technology
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in waste water treatment processes for the removal of the harmful contaminants without
causing secondary pollution to provide a sustainable environment [10,12,13].

Advanced oxidation processes (AOPs) are employed now that pollution has increased
considerably for the reason that self-purification by simple aerial oxidation is no longer
sufficient to address the pollution. AOPs make use of highly reactive oxidative radicals,
such as hydroxyl radicals and then the reaction of these radicals to the pollutants. AOPs
include semiconductor photocatalysis, Fenton, photo-Fenton, UV/H2O2, ozonation, and
O3/H2O2 processes. Among the AOPs, we focus on photocatalysis. Semiconductor
photocatalysis has been recognized as one of the green methods of addressing global
energy and environmental difficulties from its effective use of the naturally occurring
and inexhaustible solar energy which makes it an ideal choice for the removal of organic
contaminants from wastewater [11].

As stated earlier, photocatalysis involves photons and a catalyst. A catalyst material is
a material that is neither changed nor consumed during chemical reactions. A semiconduc-
tor metal oxide is employed as a photocatalyst that generates a redox reaction at its surface
when activated by UV-visible light appropriate to its band gap [10]. This is the fundamental
mechanism of photocatalytic degradation of organic contaminants—driven by the oxygen
on the surface of the semiconducting photocatalyst. The energy of photon absorption of
the semiconducting metal oxide activates the oxygen then converts the organic pollutants
into less toxic products/intermediates [7]. A more detailed discussion of the mechanism of
photocatalysis is given below under the photocatalytic applications of metal oxides.

Fujishima and Honda’s pioneering1972 research on the splitting of water into H2
and O2 by means of photocatalysis producing hydrogen gas available for fuel shifted the
focus of research onto heterogeneous photocatalysis for environmental remediation [14].
In heterogeneous photocatalysis, the photocatalytic reactions occur either at the interface
between the solid semiconductor and the gaseous or liquid medium. This a good approach
for degradation of pollutants in air and water [15].

The main disadvantage of a photocatalytic process is that the metal oxide semicon-
ductors only use of a small range of the solar spectrum, i.e., UV light which is only 5%
of the solar spectrum. Modifications by engineering of the metal oxides via chemical
and structural changes to widen band gaps, doping of hetero-atoms, and preparation of
nanocomposites is done to address this concern. Good photocatalysts will now be able to
absorb including the visible range of the solar spectrum efficiently, suspend or delay the
recombination of holes and electron pairs, to efficiently perform as photocatalysts [7].

Metal oxide-based heterostructures, a closely packed structure formed when metal
ions form coordination bonds with oxides, show promising wide range applications be-
cause of their distinctive physical and chemical properties [10]. Metal oxides have been
highly studied in understanding physical (i.e., electron transport, transparency and mag-
netism) and chemical (i.e., gas sensing, photocatalysis) phenomena because their charac-
teristics of having strong electron-electron interaction in addition to their compositional
simplicity and stoichiometric diversity [16]. In addition, modification of the metal oxides
can be made by chemical and structural changes, doping of hetero-atoms, or preparation of
nanocomposites which makes them more interesting and thus highly studied [7]. Further-
more, they are noted to have remarkable recycling rate and good stability making them
efficient for various applications [13]. Hence, metal oxides have been used in a variety of
applications such as removal of heavy metals, poisonous gas sensing, textile coating for
wearable electronic devices, biomedical applications, and photocatalytic degradation of
organic contaminants.

The transition metal oxides and their composites exhibit excellent photocatalytic
reactions for the degradation of organic contaminants. Metal oxide-based nanomaterials
with well-controlled structural, crystalline, and surface features function as semiconductors
with wide band gaps. They also show favorable characteristics like non-toxicity and high
stability in the water [7]. Photocatalytic materials should be more abundant on Earth,
cost-effective, and non-toxic for sustainability in various energy and environmental fields
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and employing metal oxides as catalysts suit well into these characteristics [13]. TiO2 and
ZnO are two examples of metal oxides close to being called ideal photocatalysts due to
their excellent photocatalytic properties [10]. They will be discussed later in more detail.

Recent developments in nanotechnology have paved innovative ways for environmen-
tal remediation, especially in wastewater treatment, wherein nanomaterials are employed
in water purification through mechanisms such as the adsorption of pollutants and heavy
metals, the degradation of toxic materials into less harmful compounds by catalysis, and
the deactivation of pathogens [11]. Jeevanandam et al. [17] described nanomaterials as
materials with length of 1–1000 nm in at least one dimension; however, they are commonly
defined to be of diameter in the range of 1 to 100 nm in principle. Nonetheless, there is
no single definition of a nanomaterial that is accepted internationally and the definition
changes for every organization. For example, nanomaterials are described as a material
with any external nanoscale dimension or having internal nanoscale surface structure
by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) while the European Union
(EU) Commission has described nanomaterials as a manmade or natural-occurring mate-
rial whose particles are either unbound, aggregated or agglomerated having an external
dimension which ranges between 1–100 nm size [17].

Despite the chemical and biological side effects of nanosized metal oxides, they have
been highly used for environmental remediation [1]. Nanomaterials can come in various
shapes/morphologies, such as nanoparticles, tubes, wires, and fibers, and can function
as absorbents and catalysts. The detection and removal of gases (SO−2, CO, NOx, etc.),
contaminated chemicals (arsenic, iron, manganese, nitrate, heavy metals, etc.), organic pol-
lutants (aliphatic and aromatic hydrocarbons) and biological substances (viruses, bacteria,
parasites and antibiotics) are also done by nanomaterial composites with polymers [18].

The nanoparticles of transition metal oxides are used for adsorption processes due to
the fact that they exhibit remarkable surface characteristics, microstructural features, and
high surface area. The active sites and high surface area enable effective adsorption events.
Surface-to-volume ratio is increased when materials are brought down to size from bulk to
the nanoscale. The surface energy of adsorbent materials is increased by reducing the size
and more active sites on their surface are available for organic molecules to interact. Thus,
nanomaterials show better adsorption capacity compared to the bulkier counterparts [7].

In general, because of their surface-to-volume ratio and their associated intrinsic high
reactivity, nanomaterials show better performance in environmental remediation than other
conventional techniques [18]. Consequently, nanoparticles of metal oxides are extensively
studied for photocatalysis. This is because of the property of the materials that change
radically when the size of the materials reaches to nanoscale range. The exploitation of
nanomaterials thus displays higher photocatalytic performance than their bulk counter-
parts [13]. The commonly used nanosized metal oxides in the field of environmental
remediation include TiO2, ZnO, CeO, CuO, SnO2, Bi2O3, WO3, Al2O3, NiO, iron-based
oxides, and others [1].

This review article discusses the outstanding performance and recent developments
of metal oxide nanomaterials focusing on the photocatalytic applications on some of
the most common metal oxide nanostructured photocatalysts namely TiO2, ZnO, CuO,
Cu2O and WO3. These metal oxides are known to be cost-effective, stable, efficient and
environment-friendly materials for environmental remediation [13].

2. Metal Oxides-Based Nanomaterials
2.1. Characteristics and Properties

In recent decades, metal oxides have played a lead role in the fields of physics,
chemistry and material science. Particularly because of the unique physical and chemical
properties of metal oxide nanostructures that leads to wide scope of applications some of
which are the removal of heavy metals, poisonous gas sensing, textile coating for wearable
electronic devices, biomedical applications, and photocatalytic degradation of organic
contaminants, among others [10,18].
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Discussing the effect of bringing down to nanoscale, when the particle size is small, a
bigger fraction of atoms would be on the surface of nanoparticles. The increased surface
area in nanostructured metal oxides leads to an increased reactivity as they are able to react
to a greater extent compared with normal crystals. Therefore, more molecules of metal
oxide nanoparticles are available on the surface for the reaction of incoming molecules.
Nanoscale oxides possess unique surface chemistry that is also now well established that is
metal oxide nanocrystals exhibit intrinsically greater chemical reactivities compared with
microcrystals and normal crystal oxides [19].

Photocatalytic materials based on metal oxide nanomaterials are now the frontliners in
environmental remediation, especially in the degradation of organic pollutants in wastew-
ater. The metal oxide-based nanomaterials with well-controlled structural, crystalline,
and surface features function as semiconductors with wide band gaps and also show
favourable characteristics like non-toxicity and stability in the water for photocatalytic
oxidation/degradation of organic pollutants [7].

Here we discuss the outstanding performance of metal oxide nanomaterials focusing
on the photocatalytic applications and their recent advancement on some of the most
common metal oxide nanostructured photocatalysts TiO2, ZnO, CuO, Cu2O and WO3.
These metal oxides are promising materials for environmental remediation because they
are stable, inexpensive and have high visible light driven catalytic performance [13].

2.2. Synthesis of Metal Oxide-Based Nanomaterials

There are several methods of preparing metal oxide nanoparticles. In this section, we
discuss some of the highly used and significant synthetic pathways for their preparation.

2.2.1. Co-Precipitation Method

In the preparation of metal oxide photocatalyst using a co-precipitation method, the
synthesis reaction is normally carried out at ambient temperature. In this method, a
precipitating medium and a solution of a salt precursor (usually a metal salt like a nitrate
or chloride) are used to precipitate an oxo-hydroxide form in a solvent (usually water).
The corresponding metal oxo-hydroxides precipitate in water by adding a base to the
solution. The commonly used precipitating media in these methods are NaOH, KOH, and
(C2H5)4NOH, by which it has been established that the morphologies and properties of the
metal oxides are highly influenced by the pH of the and the nature of the alkaline solution.
It is also well known that the mode and rate of introducing these alkali solutions to the
reaction mixture must also be carefully considered in this method in order to come up with
the desired property of the metal oxides. Surfactants are also useful and are very crucial
in optimizing the surface characteristics of the produced metal oxide. Surfactants narrow
the range or size of obtained nanomaterials. Most importantly, this synthesis procedure is
low cost, and requires mild reaction conditions like low temperature during the procedure
which are its main advantages [19,20]. ZnO was synthesized using this method with
Zn(NO3)3 and K2CO3 as precursors [21].

2.2.2. Microemulsion

Stankic et al. [20] described the microemulsion method consisting of two immiscible
liquids, the nonpolar oil and polar water. Surfactant agents aids the separation of these two
liquids resulting to a water/surfactant and oil/surfactant binary systems. Using appro-
priate quantity of the water, oil, surfactant and the metal oxide precursor is the principle
of microemulsion done by continual stirring at ambient temperature to come up with a
homogenized phase. The formation of nanoparticles is done by then adding precipitat-
ing agents (may also be oxidizing/reducing agent) with persistent stirring subsequently
followed by centrifugation. The recovered nanoparticles are then washed and dried. In
essence, the microemulsions act as nanoreactors for the creation of nanoparticles. Disturb-
ing the several self-assembled structures formed in the binary systems will affect the shape
and size of the produced nanoparticle and is the main advantage of this method. The
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disadvantage however is the necessity of several washing processes and the tendency of
the produced nanoparticles to aggregate that consequently needs stabilizers. Modifications
have been incorporated to overcome this problem Zhang and Gao [22] synthesized TiO2
with a 30–50 nm particle size range using this method.

2.2.3. Hydrothermal Synthesis

Several researchers refer to this technique as solvothermal. Basically, when the solvent
is water it is referred to as hydrothermal. As described in the Synthesis, Properties, and
Applications of Oxide Nanomaterials, thermal decomposition of the metal complexes is
done either by boiling the contents in an inactive atmosphere or in an autoclave. Agglomer-
ation may take place so a suitable capping agent or stabilizer is added to the reaction at the
proper time to obstruct the growth of the particles. The stabilizers also help in dissolution
of the particles in different solvents [19].

2.2.4. Sonochemical Synthesis

A solution of the starting material is subjected to a stream of ultrasonic waves (usually
between 20 kHz and 10 MHz) that cleaves the bonds of the compounds. The stream
of ultrasonic waves leads to the formation, growth and then collapse of bubbles in the
solution that Stankic et al. describes as acoustic cavitation. As millions of bubbles collapse
in the liquid, it consequently results to the production of an excessive amount of energy
that is subsequently released thereby heating the solution. The morphology and the
crystal shapes of the resulting metal oxides are side to be affected by the rate at which
the solution is cooled. This method is notably advantageous when it comes to producing
metal oxide nanoparticles of uniform size, high purity, and high surface area. In addition,
a short preparation time can be achieved using this method [19,20]. This method was
used to prepare TiO2 nanoparticles with enhanced photocatalytic activities. The enhanced
photocatalytic effects were said to be credited to the cavitation by the ultrasonic waves that
create a distinctive environment for the hydrolysis of corresponding hydroxide, which in
this case titanium alkoxide, and the formation of seed nuclei to promote the growth of TiO2
nanoparticles [23].

2.2.5. Sol-Gel Process

The Synthesis, Properties, and Applications of Oxide Nanomaterials describes sol-gel
as a process typically used to prepare metal oxides done by the hydrolysis of metal reactive
precursors (usually alkoxides in an alcoholic solution). This results in the formation of
corresponding hydroxide followed by the condensation of this hydroxide to form of a metal
hydroxide polymer which looks like a densely packed porous gel. Heating and drying of
the gel are done that leads to a corresponding powder crystal of the metal oxide of target
particle size. The produced metal oxide may be in a form of a nanoparticle, bulk material or
may ultimately be oxygen-deficient depending on the heat treatment procedures done [19].
Copper oxide nanoparticles were synthesized using this method with a solution of copper
(II) acetate in ethanol as precursor [24].

2.2.6. Green Synthesis

Conventional methods prepared in a laboratory set-up present a number of limitations
and destructive effects such as bioaccumulation, susceptibility to human error, instability
and recyclability factors just to name a few. To address these concerns, a new trend of
synthesis methods has risen. Green synthesis is used to avert the formation of unnecessary
and damaging side-products by resorting to dependable, sustainable, and environment-
friendly methods of synthesis [25].

Biological Components for Green Synthesis

The preparation of nanoparticles using green synthesis procedure is an environment
friendly bioreduction method that requires relatively low energy of activation for reactions
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to occur needed for synthesis. Microbes such as prokaryotic bacteria and actinomycetes
have been widely utilized in the preparation of metal oxide nanomaterials. Bacteria have
been broadly exploited because they display effective capabilities in reducing metal ions.
Fungus has also been widely studied for the green synthesis of nanoparticles. The presence
of a variety of intracellular enzymes and proteins as reducing agents helps fungi act as better
biological proxies for nanoparticle synthesis. Likewise, plant extracts may have gained
most attention among biological agents as a simple, effective, inexpensive and practical of
methods that is an outstanding alternative to the traditional process for the preparation
of metal oxide nanoparticle. Plants contain biomolecules such as carbohydrates, proteins,
and coenzymes that show potential in reducing metal salt into nanoparticles [25]. For
example, the green synthesis of CuO nanoparticles using plant extracts for the reduction of
copper salt has displayed advantages over the use of microbes because it does not require
cell culture maintenance and it also has high probability to be scaled up for large-scale
synthesis [26].

The main disadvantages of the biological components for green synthesis compared
to other methods are that it is difficult to achieve the desired size and morphology of the
nanoparticles and it also has a considerably lower yield. The process is also commonly
slow taking several hours to a few days per preparation. Moreover, a possibility of decom-
position of the nanoparticles produced is highly probable owing to its bio-compatibility.
Nevertheless, this method stays an attractive means of nanoparticle production [20].

Solvent System-Based Green Synthesis

Solvent systems are an important factor in the synthesis process, may it be a “green”
synthesis procedure or not. The use of water as a solvent is most desirable however
limitations are still met on its use on a case-to-case basis. New trends that are ionic and
supercritical liquids have arisen to address the issues regarding the role of toxic/non-toxic
solvents in nanoparticle production and renewable sources. Numerous metal catalytic
materials, polar organic compounds, and gases are readily dissolved in ionic liquids and
that fact is one advantage of using this liquid as an alternative to other solvents. Ionic
liquids also allow a wide temperature range during operation since most metals melt at
high temperatures (300–400 ◦C). Ionic liquids, although having polarity closer to alcohol,
are still considerably non-coordinating against polarity which means can be hydrophobic
or hydrophilic depending on its cation or anion. Furthermore, they have no vapor pressure
hence evaporation into the environment is not an issue. They also function as both anion
and cation. Similarly, supercritical fluids are made from ordinary solvents that are subjected
to temperatures and pressures beyond their critical point. The properties of these solvents
such as density, viscosity, and thermal conductivity, are drastically altered when they are
in the supercritical state. The alterations on their properties offer remedy to the initial
limitations of ordinary liquids [25].

2.3. Applications of Metal Oxides

The unique physical and chemical properties of metal oxide nanostructures lead to
its use in a huge variety of applications including the removal of heavy metals, poisonous
gas sensing, textile coating for wearable electronic devices, biomedical applications, and
photocatalytic degradation of organic contaminants, among others [27,28]. In this section,
we lightly discuss these applications.

2.3.1. Removal of Heavy Metals

Pollution by heavy metals has received major attention because they have been found
to have toxic and carcinogenic impacts to humans and the environment. Various industries
like those conducts mining operations, metal plating, battery production among others,
releases heavy metals wastewaters into the environment. They are non-biodegradable
and tend to bio-accumulate. Just to mention a few, excessive zinc levels can result in well-
known health problems which include anemia, stomach cramps, skin irritations, nausea
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and vomiting. Lead can also cause damage to the central nervous system, kidneys, liver,
and reproductive system. Prolonged exposure to cadmium can lead to kidney failure
and exposure to high concentrations will cause death [29]. In the case of nickel, even
though it is an integral component of urease, a level of >5 mg·kg−1 per day has been
found to cause human health risks [30]. Numerous techniques have been employed for
the elimination of heavy metals because of the harmful effects they cause. These methods
include precipitation, ion exchange, electrochemical technologies, membrane filtration
and adsorption [31]. Among these methods, adsorption often generates excellent quality
treated effluents. In addition, the adsorbents can be regenerated by suitable desorption pro-
cesses due to the reversible nature of most adsorption processes making these adsorbents
susceptible for multiple use. Thus, the adsorption process is now being adopted as a major
technique in removing the heavy metal contaminants from bodies of water [32]. A study by
Taman, et al. successfully synthesized CuO nanoparticles as adsorbent for the effective and
fast elimination of heavy metal ions Cd(II) and Fe(III) during the wastewater-treatment
process [31].

Adsorption is a physicochemical surface interaction between the adsorbate and the
adsorbent. For a speedy and effective removal of heavy metals in wastewater, adsorbents
should have a high surface area, desirable textural and surface features, and good mechani-
cal stability. Nanosized metal oxides are used for adsorption processes due to the fact that
they exhibit remarkable surface characteristics, microstructural features, and high surface
area. The active sites and high surface area facilitate adsorption events. The surface energy
of adsorbent materials is increased by reducing the size and more active sites on their
surface are available for organic molecules to interact, and in this case, be adsorbed into the
surface of the adsorbent thus, nanomaterials show better adsorption capacity compared to
the bulkier counterparts [7].

2.3.2. Metal-Oxide Assisted Carbonization

Ronsse, et al. define carbonization as a method of converting biomass into a highly
carbonaceous materials using a slow pyrolysis process. In a carbonization process, the
biomass is heated in an environment with a limited to no oxygen, and reaction conditions
tailored to optimize production of char [33]. The produced bio char is also known as
charcoal, which is a porous, carbon-enriched, greyish black solid.

Carbonization is employed in wearable electronic devices where garments can have
the capability of storing energy while still be able to retain its flexibility. Cotton is estab-
lished as an innovative groundwork for smart wearable energy storage devices because of
its appealing properties. Conventional approaches using either additional coating or direct
carbonization present the problem that produces mechanically fragile or electrochemically
poor textile. An innovation of simply coating metal oxide nanoparticle film onto cotton
prior to the conventional carbonization leads to a textile with high electrochemical energy
performances. Using this technique also allows excellent flexibility under repeated me-
chanical deformations. Lam, et al. demonstrated that the coating of metal oxide on the
cotton and successive pyrolysis readily turn cotton into conductive textile with excellent
porosity and toughness. The textile produced has the energy density of 2.24 m·Wh/cm3

(nearly 3 times higher than other commercial supercapacitors) and the power density of
585 m·W/cm3 (over 2-orders-of-magnitude higher than that of the lithium battery). It
was shown that the carbonization assisted with metal oxide nanoparticles permits the
migration of metal atoms into the graphite-like layers of the carbonized with metal oxide
cotton. Notable changes in the microstructure leading to a drastic increase in both the
mechanical stability and the electrochemical performance (nearly 40 times increase in terms
of material toughness and 300 times increase in energy density versus the textile produced
from the conventional carbonization) due to the migration of metal atoms into the resulting
textile [34].
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2.3.3. Poisonous Gas Sensing (Sensor for E-Nose Technology)

Over the years, metal oxide semiconductors have been employed for gas sensing
such as SnO2, In2O3, Fe2O3, WO3, Cr2O3, Co3O4@CuO, and TiO2@WO3. Toxic gases
like ammonia (NH3) need to be monitored because it is a component of atmospheric
contaminants and is potentially explosive in industrial scenarios. Human exposure to
NH3 is known to induce throat irritation, itchy skin, dizziness, and fatigue, and is why
its levels in homes and industries are rigorously restricted. The U.S. Department of
Labor’s Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) specifies an allowable
concentration of 50 ppm, while the US Institute of Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH)
imposes a maximum of 25 ppm. Hence, the fabrication of high-performance ammonia gas
sensors has essential practical significance for continuously monitor the living/working
environment as well as the leakage of ammonia gas [35].

One sensor that has been demonstrated to exhibit especially good ammonia gas-
sensing ability is a sensor based on nickel oxide (NiO). Wang et al. [35] prepared an
ammonia sensor displaying excellent performance on a NiO foil substrate by using ZnO
nano-biodecorated NiO nanocone to detect ammonia in the surrounding environment.
These NiO-based ammonia sensors have made great progress but performance of ammo-
nia sensing shows to be unsatisfactory that usually requires high temperatures during
operation, resulting in high power usage and potential safety hazard. Recently, a sensitive
and fast-responding ammonia gas sensor prepared using a TiO2/NiO bilayer by Kumar
et al. was reported to overcome the mentioned drawbacks [36]. Their work showed the
ammonia gas sensing properties of TiO2/NiO bilayer sensors has a low detection range
(5–500 ppm) that can operate at a low temperature regime (30–300 ◦C) with fast response
times (~24–30 s).

Metal oxide-based gas sensors are also used in a proposed titanium dioxide technology.
The e-nose technology presents enormous potential for in site monitoring of off-odours.
Usual odour measurement techniques rely on human olfactory system or conventional
analytical techniques. The instrument with a non-specific gas chemical sensor is combined
with a chemometric processing tool that provides a suitable technique for in site monitoring
of off-odours. Romain and Nicolas however note a number of limitations are associated
with the properties of chemical sensors, the signal processing performances and the real
operating conditions of the environmental field. To be usable for the field measurement
of off-odours, the e-nose has to deal with the lack of long term stability of these sensors.
They have tested and found metal oxide-based gas sensors (Figaro type) are the best gas
sensors for long term application. Employing univariate multiplicative factor exhibits the
best results for complex data of in site, real-time, off-odours measurements. With real-life
measurements, it is undeniably very difficult to identify a single direction in a multivariate
space that is only correlated to sensor drift. So, for each sensor, an individual multiplicative
factor was calculated by estimating the drift slope for a calibration gas [27].

2.3.4. Energy Conversion and Storage

Solving the world’s energy and environmental crisis meant satisfying the world’s
growing energy demand. Researchers continue to seek sources of renewable energy in
ways to reduce the carbon footprint. In the search for sustainable means to address these
issues, a variety of energy storage systems have also been developed. Transition metal
oxides have been extensively studied as materials for various energy conversion and
storage applications.

Semiconductor metal oxides such as TiO2, ZnO, WO3, BiVO4 and Fe2O3 have been
found to be effective photoanodes for photoelectrochemical water splitting. Photoelec-
trochemical (PEC) water splitting is a solar driven water splitting method to produce
hydrogen gas, which is a clean fuel having high energy density of 142 MJ/kg. This method
therefore is favorable because it is environmentally friendly and sustainable with the use of
solar energy. Moreover, with the innovation of nanotechnology, metal oxide nanoparticle
photoelectrodes have shown better PEC performances than their bulk counterparts, due to
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their large surface areas and shorter distances for diffusion. Metal oxides have also been
used for solar cells. TiO2 have been used as supporting materials in dye sensitized solar
cells for a low-cost energy conversion [37]. Metal oxides are also employed in fuel cells.
As an alternative to carbon materials, metal oxides with controlled introduction of oxygen
vacancies are engaged as catalyst support in fuel cell operations [38]. Commercial lithium
ion batteries use lithium cobalt oxide (LiCoO2) as cathode material [39]. In addition, metal
oxides have likewise been used for energy storage. An important characteristic for charge
storage devices such as lithium ion batteries and supercapacitors to achieve high power
density (fast charging) are electrodes with nanoporous structures to facilitate ion diffu-
sion. Metal oxides allow engineering of its morphology to achieve this trait. Metal oxides,
therefore, represent a significant class of materials for electrochemical energy conversion,
storage and catalysis applications [38].

2.3.5. Biomedical Applications

Recent development in nanoscience and nanotechnology has contributed to the wide
applications of metal and metal oxides nanoparticles in several field of sciences, research
institutes and industries especially in energy, biomedical and environment fields of study.
The strong adsorption capability exhibited by these nanoparticles significantly enhances
their performance and applications [26]. Among all metal oxides, the nanoparticles of
copper oxide have gained more attention due to its distinctive properties and applications.
Its applications in gas sensors, waste treatment, catalysis, batteries, food preservation, high
temperature superconductors, solar energy conversion, photovoltaic devices, dye removal,
field emission emitters and in agriculture have been established [26]. Moreover, CuONPs
showed exclusive anticancer, antimicrobial and antioxidant efficacy which renders them
a promising tool for biomedical applications. Moreover, CuONPs showed antimicrobial
effects. CuONPs obtained from the agar well diffusion technique against both Gram
positive and Gram negative bacteria showed the toxicity of CuONPs in destroying the
growth of tested pathogens. The bactericidal effects have been traced to the formation of
highly reactive oxygen species such as (OH, H2O2 and O2−) on the surface of the CuONPs
which causes death to the bacteria [40]. It has also been shown that CuONPs inhibit
cancer cell growth in a study by Pramanik et al. [41]. Cu2O nanoparticles have also been
employed as a highly effective non-enzymatic glucose sensor for the detection of blood
glucose levels [42].

2.3.6. Photocatalytic Removal of Organic Pollutants

Transition metal oxides and their composites exhibit excellent photocatalytic activities
for the photodegradation of organic contaminants. The metal oxide-based nanomaterials
with well-controlled structural, crystalline, and surface features function as semiconductors
with wide band gaps and also show favorable characteristics like non-toxicity and stability
in the water for photocatalytic oxidation/degradation of organic pollutants [7]. The details
on these metal oxide photocatalytic applications are the focus of this review and are further
discussed in Section 3.

3. Photocatalytic Applications of Metal Oxides
3.1. General Mechanism

The mechanism on the photocatalytic degradation of pollutants has been previously
discussed by several groups. According to a review article by Theerthagiria et al. [13], the
major role of a photocatalyst in the degradation of pollutants is to accelerate the distinct
oxidation and reduction processes in the presence of light. There are three general steps
in the photocatalysis of the pollutants: (1) the separation of hole and electron upon light
irradiation; (2) the scattering of the charge carriers on the surface of the photocatalyst;
(3) the light-driven catalytic oxidation and reduction takes place on the active sites of
the catalyst.
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Equations (1)–(5) lists the major reactions involved in the photocatalytic degradation
mechanism and these processes are illustrated in Figure 1. (1) The generation of holes (h+)
and electrons (e−) happens at the valence band (VB) a conduction band (CB), respectively,
of the photocatalyst when it is irradiated with light. The photogenerated charges moves to
the surface of the photocatalytic material to initiate the needed oxidation and reduction pro-
cesses, starting from (2) the reaction of h+ and e− with H2O and O2, respectively, resulting
to the formation of highly reactive radical species, O2

− and •OH. (3) The reaction of these
radical species with the dyes and other organic molecules lead to the degradation of these
pollutants [13,43]. The photodegradation process mechanism is shown in Figure 1 [43]:

catalyst + hv→ e−CB + h+
VB (1)

e−CB + O2 → O−2 (2)

O−2 + e−CB + 2H+ → •OH + OH− (3)

h+
VB + H2O→ H+ + •OH (4)

Dye + •OH→ Degradation products (CO2, H2O, etc) (5)
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3.2. Metal Oxides in Photocatalytic Degradation
3.2.1. Titanium Dioxide (TiO2)

TiO2 is a widely used photocatalytic material known for its low cost, high activity, non-
toxicity, chemical stability, and high resistance against photochemical corrosion [9,44,45]. Its
photocatalytic activity was first reported in 1977 when Frank et al. found that TiO2

− could
effectively degrade cyanide [46]. Since then, TiO2 has become a leading photocatalytic
material used to address the issues of environmental pollution.

TiO2 has shown notable performance in the photocatalytic degradation of pollutants.
However, its photocatalytic application is also limited due to some less favorable properties
which include rapid charge recombination of the photogenerated electron and hole pair,
the poor sensitivity of TiO2 under solar irradiation, reports showed that TiO2 nanopar-
ticles aggregate which may result to the blockage of the active site this hindering the
photocatalytic activity [9,12]. These problems have encouraged researchers to engineer
the TiO2 nanoparticles to realize a more efficient photocatalytic material. Up to date, the
modification of TiO2 is among the highly studied areas in photocatalysis [12].
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More recently, Li et al. [12] highlighted that the improved photocatalytic activity of
modified TiO2 is due to the reduction of the band gap of TiO2

− based materials and the
decrease in the rate of recombination processes between the electron and hole. Signifi-
cant efforts have been made to overcome the inadequacies and to enhance the photocat-
alytic properties of TiO2 nanoparticles, especially under visible light irradiation. Among
them, metal ion doping was known as efficient approach since this method introduces
new energy levels and thus the energy band gap can be narrowed which brought better
photocatalytic activity especially in the visible light spectrum. In addition, the doped
ions also introduce charge trapping sites which aids in the suppression of electron-hole
recombination [12,47]. Miyamoto et al. [48] synthesized lutetium ion (Lu3+)-doped tita-
nium dioxide (Lu-TiO2

−) by a sol-gel method. When used in the photocatalytic decompo-
sition of adenosine 5’triphospate (ATP) under UV irradiation, the Lu-TiO2 nanoparticles
performed better than those of the undoped TiO2. Xie et al. [47] prepared doped the TiO2
nanoparticles with Selenium ion (Se4+). The Se-doped TiO2 nanoparticles were synthe-
sized using sol-gel method and were used in photo degradation of aqueous Rhodamine B
(RhB) under visible light irradiation. The obtained results showed that compared to pure
TiO2 nanoparticles, Se-doped TiO2

− exhibits better photocatalytic properties brought by a
narrowed band gap upon doping with Se4+ ions.

Another way to enhance the photocatalytic performance of TiO2 is by depositing met-
als or metal oxides on the surface of the TiO2. According to studies, loading noble metals
such as Au, Ag, Pt, and Pd have been effective in reducing the rate of charge recombination
since these metals acts as electron acceptors [49]. Jaafar et al. [49] deposited metallic silver
(Ag0) nanoparticles on the surface of TiO2 nanoparticles via in-situ electrochemical method.
The prepared Ag-TiO2 nanoparticles was used in the photodegradation of chlorophenol
which resulted to 94% photodegradation rate after 6h. The authors characterized that
the success in the photocatalytic degradation was influenced by the amount of Ag0 and
the electron trapping sites which enhanced the electron-hole separation. Shan et al. [50]
fabricated a set of biochar-couple Ag and TiO2 composites by mixing, calcination, and post-
deposition method. The photocatalytic properties of the resulting composites were tested
in the removal of methyl orange (MO) as a representative pollutant. Compared with the
pure TiO2, the TiO2 catalyst modified with Ag showed better photocatalytic performance,
evidenced by the highest decolorization (97.48%) and mineralization efficiency (85.38%).
The enhanced photocatalytic performance is attributed to the effective promotion of the
electron-hole charge separation. In addition, the photocatalyst showed high stability up to
five photodegradation cycles. Harja et al. [51] developed TiO2-Pd photocatalyst by doping
TiO2 with Pd using wet impregnation method. The photocatalytic properties of TiO2-Pd
were examined in the heterogeneous photodegradation of chlorific acid (CA) as a target
pollutant. Accordingly, the authors reported the optimal experimental condition (0.2 g/L
catalyst, 5 mg/L CA, 6.2 m·W/cm2 irradiation flux) in which TiO2-Pd photocatalyst com-
pletely removed the target pollutant. This efficient photocatalytic activity of the TiO2-Pd is
also confirmed by 65% mineralization yield.

Metallic elements are effective aids in enhancing the photocatalytic properties of TiO2
nanoparticles by reducing charge recombination, inducing a band gap shift, and enhanc-
ing the photocatalytic activity under visible light irradiation. However, the preparation
of metal-doped photocatalysts is costly, especially for those catalysts employing noble
metals. In addition, metal-doped photocatalysts is prone to photo-corrosion during the
photocatalytic process. To address this issue, the use of nonmetals like carbon, nitrogen,
and sulfur, has become an interesting in developing photocatalysts that are efficient in the
visible light region [52,53]. Liu et al. [52] showed the 60% efficient removal of diclofenac
was achieved using iodine-doped TiO2 (I-TiO2) nanomaterials under 2 h or visible light
irradiation. Only 10% removal was achieved using pure TiO2 under the same experimental
condition. The characterization of the photocatalysts showed that the doping of non-metal
does not only extends the photocatalytic reaction up to the visible light region, but also aids
in promoting charge carrier separation. Xiong et al. [53] prepared S-TiO2 films by doping
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TiO2
− films with sulfur. They reported compared with undoped TiO2 films, the S-TiO2

films showed better photocatalytic performance for the degradation of methylene blue
(MB) even though the two films have the same surface area. The improved photocatalytic
activity is due to the higher porosity, bigger pores, more hydrophilic surface, and a red shift
in the bandgap brought by the S dopant [53,54]. Wang et al. [55] synthesized mesoporous
C, N-co doped TiO2 hybrid shells combined with graphite carbon. The prepared hybrid
shells were used in the photodegradation of organic dyes subsequently showing better
photocatalytic performance than that of pure TiO2 under the visible light. The enhanced
photocatalytic activity is attributed to the improved visible light absorption and charge
separation efficiency.

Among the developing research interests that aim to enhance the photocatalytic activ-
ity of TiO2 is the immobilization of TiO2 on a carrier like metallic oxides, activated carbon,
and other carbon materials. Loading the TiO2 on these materials are known to effectively
address the problems of pure TiO2 photocatalysts [56,57]. Recently, Saqib et al. [58] investi-
gated the photocatalytic activity of TiO2 nanoparticles immobilized on zeolite which was
prepared by liquid impregnation method. The results of the experiments portrayed the
methylene blue dye degraded at a rate four times faster when a pure TiO2 was employed
as a photocatalyst. Zhu et al. [59] reported the performance of the photocatalytic material
Mn-TiO2/Sepiolite, prepared using the sol-gel method and calcined at 400 ◦C gave a 98%
degradation rate of emerald green dye under visible light irradiation. In addition, this
Mn-TiO2/Sepiolite exhibits good stability even after five cycles of photocatalysis. Another
interesting material for TiO2 modification is Biochar (BC), a type of carbon material which
can be derived from biomass pyrolysis, which is among the carbon materials that gained
significant interests in many fields [56]. A TiO2/BC catalyst prepared by Zhang et al. [60]
via a sol-gel method showed a 97% degradation rate of reactive brilliant blue KN-R dye
in wastewater. Ramos et al. prepared TiO2/GO composites using sol-gel and improved
Hummers method and the photocatalytic activity of the composite was tested in the
photodegradation of azo dyes under UV and solar irradiation. Under UV radiation, a
degradation rate of 20% was achieved while a 63% degradation rate was obtained with
solar radiation. On the other hand, Fu et al. [61] employed the sol-gel method to fabricate
graphene oxide/TiO2 (GO/TiO2) composites whose photocatalytic properties surpassed
that of the pure TiO2, resulting in a 95.8% degradation rate of methylene blue after 2.5 h.

Another successful method is improving the photocatalytic performance of TiO2 is
combining it with another semiconductor to develop a heterojunction. This method does
not only promote electron-hole charge separation but also expands the photocatalytic re-
sponse throughout the visible region and even in the near infrared region [12]. Liu et al. [62]
used TiO2 nanoparticles to modify Bi2MoO6 nanocrystals using solvothermal-calcination
method which was shown effective in enhancing the visible light-driven photocatalytic
activity of BiMoO6 removal of antibiotics in aqueous solution. This is attributed to the
presence of the TiO2 nanoparticles whose CB serves as the electron transfer platform which
promotes efficient charge separation at the TiO2/Bi2MoO6 heterojunction interface. Using
the TiO2/Bi2MoO6 heterojunction, the degradation rate of ciprofloxacin, tetracycline, and
oxytetracycline reached 88%, 78%, and 78%, within 150 min under visible light. Recently,
Abbas et al. [63] showed a near-complete degradation of cefazolin, a compound found in
drinking water, using a nanoheterojunction photocatalyst of spherical titanium dioxide
(TSN) over ZSM-5 zeolite. The prepared TSN@ZSM-5 mesoporous also exhibited excellent
stability and maintained its high photocatalytic performance even after several cycles of use.
The overall results of the experiments portrayed the potential of this nanoheterojunction
photocatalyst in wastewater treatment.

3.2.2. Zinc Oxide (ZnO)

In recent years, the unique and highly favorable properties of ZnO nanomaterials have
attracted valuable research attention in the field of photocatalysis, gas sensing, renewable
energy production and energy storage, among others [32,64]. As a low-cost, nontoxic and
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an environment friendly material, ZnO nanoparticles are known to compete well with
TiO2 and modified TiO2 when it comes to visible light-driven photocatalytic degradation
of organic pollutants. In fact, compared to TiO2, ZnO is reported to exhibit a broader
range of solar response in the visible light spectrum [4]. A type II-IV semiconductor
ZnO has a wide band gap of ~3.37 eV a large exciton binding energy of 60 meV, effective
ultraviolet absorbance and good chemical stability, rendering its potential in photocatalytic
processes [4,65,66]. The synthesis of ZnO photocatalytic material can be carried out through
hydrothermal synthesis, homogeneous precipitation, sol–gel method and other various
reported techniques [67].

Chen et al. [67] reported the photocatalytic activity of ZnO nanoparticles (NPs) pre-
pared by a sol-gel method. The photocatalytic activity of ZnO NPs were checked using
the degradation of MO, CR, and DB38 azo dyes in which the results displayed that the
removal rate of azo dyes increased with increased amount of dosage of catalyst and de-
creased initial concentration of azo dyes. Balcha et al. [68] discussed the photocatalytic
activity of ZnO nanopowder prepared by precipitation and sol-gel method. The photocat-
alytic behavior of the prepared nanomaterials was investigated under the UV light driven
photocatalytic degradation of aqueous methylene blue dye as a representative organic con-
taminant in water. The experimental results revealed that with the optimum photocatalyst
load of 250 mg/L, photodegradation efficiencies of 81% and 92.5% were achieved using
the nanomaterials prepared by precipitation and a sol-gel method, respectively.

The highly efficient performance of ZnO photocatalyst in heterogeneous photocatal-
ysis reaction requires a suitable architecture and structure that lessens the loss of photo-
generated electron loss during excitation state and boosts photon absorption. Significant
number of approaches have been explored aiming to enhance the photocatalytic properties
of ZnO under visible light irradiation. Among these, doping of ZnO with metals and metal
ions has become a famous technique among researchers. This approach has been shown
effective in reducing the competing electron-hole recombination consequently leading to a
better photocatalytic property compared to the undoped ZnO [64,65,69].

Ba-Abbad et al. [69] reported the enhanced photocatalytic activity of ZnO when doped
with Fe3+. The Fe-ZnO nanomaterial was synthesized using sol-gel method and used as a
photocatalyst in a solar light-driven degradation of 2-chlorophenol in aqueous solution
as a model organic pollutant. In comparison to the pristine ZnO, the as-prepared Fe-ZnO
showed better photocatalytic performance attributed its smaller crystallize size and lower
energy band gap. A 93% and 73% degradation efficiency of methylene blue (MB) dye
and 4-chlorophenol, respectively, was reported by Khan et al. [70] using Fe3+-doped ZnO
(Fe0.8-ZnO) prepared by sol-gel method. The authors reported that the higher photocat-
alytic activity of Fe0.8-ZnO is brought by higher surface area, extended light absorption
longer wavelength, and reduced rate of charge recombination. Shirdel et al. [65] synthe-
sized ZnO and Ba-doped ZnO (Ba/ZnO) using a sol-gel method. The group investigated
the photodegradation of rhodamine B using the prepare photocatalysts under visible
light illumination and successfully achieved 98.40% removal efficiency using Ba/ZnO
within 68 min of irradiation under mild alkaline condition. Recently, high efficiency and
outstanding reusability Ba-doped ZnO thin film (ZBO) photocatalyst was reported by
Jayakrishnan et al. [71]. A 96% efficiency was achieved byZn0.9Ba0.1O in the removal of
rhodamine B (RhB) dye within 60 min of irradiation. A series of characterization revealed
that the outstanding performance is brought upon by the highly efficient charge generation
accompanied by highly favored separation of charge carriers. Moreover, this photocat-
alyst showed no significant change on its performance over six cycles of photocatalytic
applications, proving its high stability. Wang et al. [72] fabricated Zn/ZnO composite
photocatalyst by a simple hydrothermal method and reported a 90% degradation effi-
ciency of methyl orange (MO). Under the same photodegradation conditions, pure ZnO
only showed 10% efficiency due to its less efficient charge separation compared to that of
Zn/ZnO composite.
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A carbon fiber (CF)-based photocatalyst, named Pt@ZnO NRs/CFs, fabricated by
Gu et al. [73] was reported to exhibit improved photocatalytic performance than that
of ZnO NRs/CFs when used as a photocatalyst in the degradation of methyl orange
(MO) solution attributed to the cooperative effect between the Pt nanoparticles and ZnO
nanorods. The reported degradation rates are 72% and 99.8% for ZnO NRs/CFs and
Pt@ZnO NRs/CFs, respectively. Moreover, this novel hierarchical photocatalyst was
tested to have good stability and can be used repeatedly in several photocatalysis cycle.
Buera et al. [74] prepared a nanocomposite of Ag-decorated ZnO-graphene (GZAg) using
a hydrothermal process. This photocatalyst was then used in the photodegradation of
methyl orange under UV and solar illumination achieving. Accordingly, using GZAg
hybrid composite, a photodegradation rate of 95.6 was reached after 6 h or UV irradiation
while 98.9% was attained only in 3 h under solar irradiation. On the other hand, under
the same experimental conditions, the undecorated graphene-ZnO (GZnO) only attained
degradation rates of 77% and 91.8% under UV and solar irradiation, respectively. The
excellent performance of GZAg is attributed to the enhanced absorption of visible light
and enforced charge transfer as a results of Ag loading.

Another attractive approach in the development of modified-ZnO photocatalyst is to
immobilize the ZnO NPs on the polymer supports. Studies revealed that desired photocat-
alytic performance are achieved with ZnO/polymer nanocomposite [66,75]. Qiu et al. [66]
reported a complete degradation of rhodamine B using/poly (fluorene-co-thiophene) (PFT)
nanocomposite under visible light irradiation. This nanocomposite also showed a 40%
removal of phenol and methyl orange under the same experimental condition. The char-
acterization of the as-prepared nanocomposite revealed the enhanced response in the
visible spectrum with expansion of the light absorption range up to 500 nm as compared to
387 nm of the pure ZnO. In a recent study, a hybrid system composed of ZnO and poly
(methylmethacrylate) nanoparticles (PMMA-NPs) PMMA was synthesized by Di et al. [75].
The photocatalytic activities of the resulting novel inorganic/polymeric hybrid nanomate-
rials were evaluated in the photodegradation of methylene blue dye and sodium lauryl
sulfate surfactant under UV light radiation. The results showed the that these novel in-
organic/polymeric hybrid nanomaterials are active as photocatalysts and are promising
candidates in the wastewater treatment.

When coupled with other semiconductors such as TiO2, WO3, and SnO2, the photo-
catalytic activity of ZnO is highly enhanced. Muguthan et al. [76] fabricated a ZnO-WO3
mixed oxide catalyst which exhibits efficient photocatalytic degradation of diclofenac, a
pharmaceutical compound commonly found as a water pollutant. The prepared mixed
oxide nanomaterials displayed 76% mineralization of diclofenac under visible light ir-
radiation, a better photocatalytic performance compared to the pure ZnO. In addition,
this nanomaterial showed high stability and no significant change on the photocatalytic
performance even after several cycle of photodegradation process. Sharma et. al. [77]
reported the promising photocatalytic performance of copper oxide/zinc oxide-tetrapods
(CuO/ZnO-T) nanocomposite prepared by a hydrothermal process. A series of characteri-
zation of this nanocomposite reveals its high porosity, large surface area, and low band
gap which resulted in excellent photocatalytic performance in comparison to pure ZnO-T.
The CuO/ZnO-T nanocomposite attained a photodegradation efficiency of 80% and 86%
for Reactive yellow-145 and Basic violet-3, respectively. Moreover, the nanocomposite also
showed excellent performance in the removal of heavy metals, achieving an adsorption
capacity of 99% and 97% in the removal of chromium (VI) and lead (II). The results of
the conducted study proved that CuO/ZnO-T nanocomposite exhibits a high potential in
the photocatalytic removal of various wastewater contaminants. A recent study on CuO
supported on ZnO (xCu/ZnO) photocatalyst was prepared by Acedo-Mendoza et al. [78]
and was reported to reach 99% degradation efficiency of methyl orange (MO) dye under
UV irradiation. Compared to the pristine ZnO, the excellent performance of the prepared
xCu/ZnO photocatalyst is due to the presence of the copper oxide which acts as the electron
trap that inhibits the recombination between the photogenerated electrons and holes.
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3.2.3. Tungsten Oxide (WO3)

Tungsten oxide (WO3) is among the inexpensive semiconductors that show promis-
ing photocatalytic performance. It exhibits highly tunable stoichiometries and struc-
tures, good response to solar spectrum due to its narrow band gap which measures
2.5–3.0 eV [79], Earth-abundance, and thus, its photocatalytic activity under visible light is
well known [79,80]. In addition, WO3 has low toxicity, stable physicochemical properties
and high oxidizing ability of the holes in the valence band [13]. In addition to photocataly-
sis, WO3 is an important material in many other applications, including dye-sensitized solar
cells (DSSCs), sensors, photoelectrochemical water splitting, and high Tc superconductivity,
among others [79–82].

A promising photocatalytic removal of organic water contaminants by WO3 under
UV irradiation was reported by Mohagheghian et al. using diazinon as a model pollutant.
In addition, the WO3 photocatalyst displayed effective photocatalytic activity and stability
even after five successive cycles [83]. On the other hand, Nguyen et al. investigated
the photocatalytic performance of WO3 in the degradation of amoxicillin (AMO) under
simulated solar illumination. A complete removal (99.99% photodegradation rate) of AMO
was achieved under optimal condition [84].

Despite showing promising photocatalytic properties, the photocatalytic efficiency of
WO3 has been limited mainly because of rapid recombination of photo-generated charge
carriers and relatively low CB level lies above the reduction potential of O2/O2− resulting
to less reduction of the O2 molecule during the photocatalytic degradation process [13,79].
These reasons have pushed researchers to realize several promising techniques that would
fine tune the structure and energy band gap to WO3 subsequently resulting to much
improved photocatalytic performance. Among the efficient techniques are morphology
control, noble metal deposition, element doping, and coupling with another semiconductor
to form a heterojunction [13].

A significant number of studies have been reported which focused on the morphol-
ogy control of WO3 aiming to enhance the photocatalytic applications of WO3 [85–87].
Yao et al. [88] fabricated a novel WO3 hierarchical structure composed of many nanosheets
through a facile and surfactant-free hydrothermal method. The photocatalytic performance
of the resulting WO3 products were investigated in the photocatalytic degradation of
three organic dyes namely methylene blue (MB), eosin red (ER) and Congo red (CR). The
results showed that the prepared novel WO3 hierarchical structures exhibit promising
photocatalytic properties. Also, the same group reported a highly efficient degradation
of organic dyes under visible light irradiation by employing WO3 nanorods prepared by
facile one-step hydrothermal method. MB, ER, and CR were also employed as the model
organic materials to investigate the photocatalytic activity of WO3 nanorods. As a result,
the degradation rate of the dyes is 93.1%, 86%, and 80% for MB, ER, and CR, respectively,
proving that WO3 nanostructures are promising candidates for wastewater treatment [89].
Just recently, the performance of WO3 nanorods in the photocatalytic degradation of rho-
damine B dye was investigated by Govindaraj et al. [85]. The nanorods were fabricated
using simple hydrothermal method with Na2SO4 as a structure-directing agent (SDA). The
fabricated nanorods were subjected to a series of characterization tests revealing that the
SDA-WO3 exhibits low photoluminescence intensity which could improve the electron-hole
pair separation and decrease the rate of charge recombination process. Adhikari et al. [87]
fabricated WO3 nanostructures with different morphologies (nanoparticles and nanorods)
using a simple solution precipitation method. The obtained nanostructures were used
in the visible-light-driven photocatalytic degradation of rhodamine B (RhB). The experi-
mental results showed that the nanorods displayed better photocatalytic properties than
the nanoparticles which could be attributed to the higher adsorption rate of RhB on the
surface of the WO3 nanorods. An excellent photodegradation rate of 99% was attained
after 5 h of exposing RhB unto visible-light photocatalysis. Moreover, Liang et al. [90]
synthesized two-dimensional (2D) ultra-thin WO3 nanosheets with dominant reactive
{002} crystal facets. These nanosheetsdisplayed remarkable performance in xylene sensing
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and in the photocatalytic degradation of methyl orange which could be attributed to the
high percentage of reactive {002} crystal facets and high surface area. These results clearly
show that the performance of the photocatalysts is influenced by the morphology and that
morphology control is an effective technique in improving the photocatalytic activity.

Several studies have been focused on doping the WO3 with metals aiming to im-
prove the photocatalytic activity of the metal oxide photocatalyst. The effect of Ni doping
on the properties and photocatalytic activity of WO3 photocatalyst was investigated by
Mehmood et al. [91] wherein they employed a chemical co-precipitation method in the fab-
rication of Ni-doped WO3 nanoplates. A series of characterization methods were applied
revealing that doping Ni into WO3 resulted in a narrowed band gap and reduced rate of un-
wanted charge recombination processes. As a result, the prepared nanoplates were reported
to exhibit 96% mineralization of methyl red after 2 h of visible-light driven photocatalytic
degradation, much higher than that of pure WO3 photocatalyst Zhang et al. [92] reported
the comparison between the photocatalytic activity of flower-like WO3 and Ag@WO3. The
Ag@WO3, which was prepared by depositing Ag nanoparticles on the petals of the WO3,
displayed a significantly higher photocatalytic performance over WO3 nanoflowers on
the degradation of MB and 2-chlorophenol dyes over WO3 flowers. This is attributed
to the enhanced absorption of visible light and faster rate of charge separation brought
upon by the deposition of Ag nanoparticles. Dhanalakshmi et al. [93] synthesized a novel
iridium-loaded WO3 (Ir/WO3) nanocomposite using a single step hydrothermal process.
The photocatalytic performance of the as-prepared Ir/WO3 nanocatalyst were checked in
the visible light-driven photodegradation of crystal violet (CV) and methylene blue (MB)
dye as the model organic pollutant. As a result, the Ir/WO3 nanocomposite exhibited
higher photodegradation efficiency on CV and MB compared to pure WO3 attributed to
the reduced rate of charge recombination when Ir was anchored on WO3.

Graphene, graphene oxide (GO) and other carbon-based composite materials have
displayed promising performance in various fields such as energy-related applications and
environmental remediation. In a study on modification of tungsten oxide (WO3) photocat-
alyst, Sajjad et al. [94] showed that the photocatalytic activity of WO3 can be significantly
improved when aided with GO. Their group reported the successful preparation of GO and
WO3 composite for as a photocatalyst under visible light irradiation. The prepared compos-
ite was characterized to have a favorably low band gap and a promising response under
the visible spectrum. Kottam et al. [95] successfully modified a monoclinic tungsten oxide
(m-WO3) with carbon nanodots (g-CDs) prepared by green synthesis using a hydrothermal
method. The prepared g-CDs/m-WO3 system was employed in the photocatalytic degra-
dation of the crystal violet dye giving an efficiency of 95%. Also, the photocatalyst system
exhibited good reusability as its performance was not significantly changed even after four
repeated cycles. Troung et al. [96] investigated the performance of C3N4-WO3 compos-
ite nanosheet (nsCW21) under visible light-driven photocatalytic degradation of natural
organic matter (NOM). According to their results, the nsCW21 photocatalyst displayed
higher degradation efficiency compared to the bare WO3 photocatalyts. When H2O2 was
employed as a cocatalyst, a 71% removal rate was achieved after 5h of irradiation. Also,
nsCW21 displayed good stability and still exhibited considerably efficient photocatalytic
performance during five cycle.

Coupling WO3 with other semiconductor is among the booming research interest
in order to maximize the photocatalytic applications of WO3. Xie et al. [97] employed a
hydrothermal-solvothermal method in preparing a novel In2O3/WO3 heterostructured
photocatalyst in response to wastewater purification. Compared to pure WO3, the obtained
In2O3/WO3 photocatalyst displayed 3.70 times higher photocatalytic performance towards
organic dyes. Moreover, this novel photocatalyst was confirmed to exhibit high photo-
stability and displayed a photodegradation efficiency of 86.6% and 86.4% for methylene
blue and rhodamine B, respectively, even after three cycles. More recently, the potential
of elsmoreite/tungsten oxide@ZnS photocatalyst in the degradation of pharmaceutical
and personal care products (PPCPs) was recently reported by Czech et al. [98]. They re-
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ported that elsmoreite/tungsten oxide@ZnS heterojunction exhibited a photodegradation
efficiency of 20–70% of the selected PPCPs. In addition, this photocatalyst showed good
stability and recyclability.

3.2.4. Copper Oxide Photocatalyst (Cu2O and CuO)

Among the most promising candidates as a photocatalytic material for use in degra-
dation of organic pollutants are copper oxide nanoparticles, known to possess favorably
high optical absorption and optimal band gap. Copper oxides are can be fabricated at low
cost with its raw materials present in high abundance in Earth’s crust. Copper oxide has
two semiconducting phases: cuprous oxide (Cu2O) and cupric oxide (CuO) both p-type
semiconductors that possess a band gap of 2.12 eV and 1.6 eV, respectively [99].

The applications of these oxides in environmental remediation, particularly in photo-
catalytic degradation of organic pollutants has been reported in several studies [26,99–101].
For example, just recently, Muthukumaran et al. [102] fabricated Cu2O NPs using a solvent-
free route green synthesis process. The as-synthesized Cu2O NPs were subjected to a series
of characterization tests and then evaluated for their photocatalytic activity. A series of ex-
periments revealed that these nanomaterials exhibited a favorable photocatalytic efficiency
which is attributed to the reduction of the charge recombination rate. The effectiveness of
the photocatalytic behavior of the synthesized nanoparticles were also verified when used
as the photocatalytic material in the degradation of methylene blue.

However, the unfavorable rate of the recombination between the photogenerated
holes and electrons competes with the photocatalytic activities of Cu2O and CuO. In
addition, these copper oxide NPs are also prone to photocorrosion. For instance, upon
exposure to light, Cu2O can be converted into CuO via a photooxidation process which
is known to deactivate the photocatalytic mechanism [99,100]. In order to address these
limitations, valuable ideas have been generated and has brought significant improvement
on the properties of copper oxide photocatalysts.

Morphology control is among the known method in improving the photocatalytic
performance of copper oxide photocatalysts. Prado-Chay et al. [103] synthesized cuprous
oxide (Cu2O) microspheres using a simple chemical method. The photocatalytic activity of
the resulting photocatalyst was evaluated using the photodegradation of methyl orange
as a model. As a result, a photodegradation efficiency of 76% was achieved using the
porous Cu2O microspheres. According to the conducted characterization, the improved
photocatalytic performance under visible light is due to the increased porosity of the
prepared photocatalyst.

The use of carbon-based composite materials in the engineering of copper oxide ma-
terials has displayed promising performance in the field of photocatalysis. Polat [104]
fabricated a two-dimensional thin film catalyst from a cuprous oxide sputtered on a mono-
layer of graphene for visible light-driven photocatalysis. The prepared Cu2O/2D graphene
thin film catalyst was used for the degradation of hydrogen peroxide under simulated
visible irradiation. As a result, the Cu2O/2D graphene catalyst displayed a photocatalytic
activity 16 times higher than that of the neat Cu2O. Karthikeyan et al. [105] synthesized a
hierarchical Cu2O nanospheres and a Cu2O on reduced graphene oxide (Cu2O/rGO) with
a Pompon Dhalia-like morphology using a one-pot synthesis method. When used in the
photodegradation of 4-chlorophenol, the Cu2O/rGO displayed an efficiency of 95% within
1 h. This is much higher compared to the degradation efficiency of pure hierarchical Cu2O,
attributable to increased photoresponse under the visible spectrum. Su et al. [106] reported
another potential modification of cuprous oxide in the form ofCu2O/Cu/rGO@carbon
nanomaterial (Cu2O/Cu/rGO@CN) which were successfully fabricated using hydrogel
method. As reported, the introduction of the reduced graphene oxide significantly en-
hanced the photocatalytic activity of Cu2O/Cu/rGO@CN towards the degradation of
p-nitrochlorobenzene under visible light illumination. The Cu2O/Cu/rGO@CN exhibited
efficient charge transport process and reduced charge recombination.
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Recently, an all-solid-state Z-scheme is gaining attention for the degradation of en-
vironmental pollutants. Particularly, a number of studies have been published on which
the photocatalytic activity of Cu2O catalyst is highly enhanced by using the Z-scheme
modification [105–108]. Shen et al. [107] presented a systematic investigation of the reduced
graphene (RGO)-based composites, RGO-Cu2O and RGO-Cu2O/Bi2WO6. Accordingly, the
RGO-Cu2O/Bi2WO6 composite showed the highest photocatalytic performance of 86% in
the degradation of tetracycline which is about three times higher than the performance of
the pure Cu2O and six times higher pure Bi2O6. Chen et al. [108] successfully synthesized a
Z-scheme Cu2O-(rGO-TiO2) photocatalyst for the removal of 2,2’,4,4’-tetrbromodiphenyl
ether (BDE47) under visible light. The characterization of the prepared photocatalyst
revealed that the addition of the reduced graphene oxide has favorably improved the
redox ability of Cu2O-TiO2 system by boosting the charge transfer process resulting to a
significant photocatalytic removal of BDE47.

A significant number of studies have shown the outstanding performance of CuO
in the photocatalytic degradation of pollutants. For instance, Vaidehi et al. [109] reported
a 97% photodegradation of crystal violet dye using monoclinic crystalline CuO nanopar-
ticles under visible light irradiation. Rao et al. [110] synthesized CuO nanorods using a
surfactant-assisted chemical precipitation method and used the obtained nanorods in the
photodegradation of reactive black 5 (RB-5) in aqueous solution. As a result, a 98% degra-
dation was achieved within 6 h or visible light irradiation. However, just like the Cu2O,
the application of CuO is also limited due to the concerns regarding the recombination
processes and photocorrosion, hence, several techniques were employed to address these
issues [99].

Just like in Cu2O, modifying the CuO photocatalysts with a carbon-based material is
also an attractive approach. A 99% degradation of 2,4-dimethylphenol was reported by
Sharma et al. [111] using copper oxide/graphitic carbon nitride assisted with H2O2 (CuO/g-
C3N4/H2O2) photocatalyst under 2 h of visible light irradiation. Kavith et al. [112] presented
a green synthesis of copper oxide nanoparticles decorated with graphene oxide (GO-CuO)
whose photocatalytic activity was investigated towards the degradation of methylene blue
dye. Accordingly, a photodegradation efficiency of 83.20% was recorded using GO-CuO,
significantly higher paralleled to the performance of pure CuO nanoparticles.

When coupled with other semiconductor, a significantly enhanced photocatalytic
activity of CuO is often achieved. Lu et al. [113] reported the photocatalytic performance
of CuO/TiO2 composite prepared by hydrolysis method using the copper obtained from
aquatic plant Eichhornia crassipes. The obtained CuO/TiO2 composite was used in the
photocatalytic degradation of phenol, resulting to a complete removal of phenol after
80 min and 120 min under UV and visible light illumination, respectively. Sharma et al. [77]
engineered copper oxide/zinc oxide-tetrapods (CuO/ZnO-T) nanocomposite fabricated
using hydrothermal process. The CuO/ZnO-T was characterized to be highly porous with
large surface are and low energy band gap. When used in the removal of Reactive yellow-
145 (RY-145) and basic violet-3 (BV-3) dye from aqueous solution, a photodegradation
efficiency of 80% and 86% was achieve for RY-145 and BV-3, respectively. Moreover, the
CuO/ZnO-T nanocomposite displayed excellent performance in the photocatalytic removal
of toxic heavy metal contaminants with 99% and 97% removal efficiency for chromium (VI)
and lead (II), respectively. Masudy-Panah et al. [99] fabricated a series of novel CuO film
photocatalysts, (a) CuO:Pd, (b) CuO(N)-CuO:Pd-CuO, and (c) CuO(N)-CuO:Pd-CuO-TiO2-
AuPd with improved photocorrossion stability, reduced charge recombination, and higher
photocatalytic activity towards methylene blue dye under sunlight irradiation compared
to unmodified CuO. Notably, and excellent phototablity of 95% after 6 h was recorded for
CuO(N)-CuO:Pd-CuO-TiO2-AuPd photocatalyst. In a recent study, Sabzehei et al. [100]
reported the effect of composite formation of CuO-Cu2O with TiO2 and ZnO towards
visible light-driven photocatalytic degradation of methylene blue dye. The CuO-Cu2O-
ZnO composite displayed a highly reduced photoluminescence intensity signifying a
better charge separation in comparison to the other composite systems. Accordingly, the
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use of CuO-Cu2O-ZnO composite as a photocatalyst resulted in a relatively complete
photodegradation of methylene blue dye after 3 h of visible light irradiation.

To complete an exhaustive literature review, it worth covering titanate salts of polyti-
tanic acid synthetization in form of nanostructures another variety concerning crystallinity,
morphology, size, metal content, and surface chemistry. That can be utilized for hetero-
geneous catalytic, photocatalytic, photovoltaic, and energy storage applications. [114].
Molecular-level insights into photon-initiated events occurring at TiO2 surfaces is studied
in. [115,116], which covered: (1) photon absorption, (2) charge transport and trapping,
(3) electron transfer dynamics, (4) the adsorbed state, (5) mechanisms, (6) poisons and pro-
moters, and (7) phase and form. Also, gold ion and clusters stabilized in titanate framework
can play a role in photochemistry transformation of methane and CO2 [117,118].

4. Conclusions

As a consequence of global urbanization, various contaminants are released directly
and indirectly into the environment. Studies on environmental remediation are now highly
advocated to negate the harmful effects and to build a sustainable environment as the
world moves forward on its technological advancement. For decades, metal oxides have
received much attention because of their physical and chemical properties and they are now
considered the frontrunners in environmental remediation, especially in the photocatalytic
degradation of organic pollutants in wastewater.

This review article has presented some of the most recent developments on some of
the most well-known photocatalysts, namely TiO2, ZnO, WO3, CuO, and Cu2O. Modi-
fications of the metal oxides can be made by several techniques, both by chemical and
structural changes such as morphology control, doping with heteroatoms or ionic systems,
or preparation of their nanocomposites. These modifications have effectively addressed
the inherent limitations of the abov-mentioned photocatalysts and have brought valuable
improvement on their photocatalytic performance. Nonetheless, significant input and
state-of-the-art ideas are still needed to maximize the use of these metal oxides in a wide
range of applications such as the removal of heavy metals, poisonous gas sensing, textile
coating for wearable electronic devices, biomedical applications, and the aforementioned
photocatalytic degradation of organic contaminants.
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